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Abstract
A simple method has been devised to produce daily doses of UV radiation from the solar total
irradiation at ground level. The well-known HelioClim databases contain daily total irradiation
for Europe since 1985. They are exploited to produce the EUROSUN database covering the
period 1988-2007 for supporting analyses of effects on incidence of skin cancers through maps
and exposure of individuals. Maps of 5-years average of monthly means of UV daily doses are
made and compared to other maps of lower spatial resolution from the COST no726 project
and from KNMI/ESA. The coincidences of features support the validity of the EUROSUN
database in terms of spatial and temporal variability.

INTRODUCTION
The EUROSUN (Quantification of Sun Exposure in Europe and its Effects on Health) project, led
by International Prevention Research Institute, was launched in 2007 by the European Commission
(Sixth Framework Programme under Grant Agreement No. 2006320). It aimed at a better
knowledge of UV exposure in the European Union and its effects on incidence of skin cancers,
focusing on the period 1988-2007. This period has been selected in accordance with the different
volumes of the IARC publication “Cancer Incidence in Five Continents” (21). Each volume covers
a period of 5 years. Therefore, it was planned to have maps of monthly UV doses averaged over a
5-years period to support analyses in combination with the IARC publication. In addition, it was
planned to calculate daily UV exposure in individuals by reconstructing past individual exposure
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over the period 2005-2010 in random population samples.
The already available databases and maps were not suitable to support activities in EUROSUN
because of the lack of geographical coverage (SUVDAMA, EDUCE) or geographical details
(COST726, TEMIS), or unsuitable periods (MAUVE, UVAC, COST726). Therefore, EUROSUN
had to develop its own database. The objective of this paper is to provide an insight on how the
EUROSUN database, has been created. Many works have revealed the difficulties encountered
when creating a database of UV radiation as well as the amount of efforts needed.
The innovative path taken by the EUROSUN project was to exploit the existing HelioClim
databases of total irradiation (i.e. integrated over the whole solar spectrum), combined with a
method that produces a spectral distribution of irradiation from total irradiation. In this way, the
efforts and time needed were reduced. (22) exploits maps of 30-year averaged values of daily total
irradiation over the United States of America and uses them as a surrogate for UV radiation. This
is a similar approach to ours, with the exception that EUROSUN database comprises every day of
the selected period and not an average. We describe hereafter the method for computing daily
irradiation in UVA and UVB from daily total irradiation. We show an excerpt of the EUROSUN
database in the form of map of UVB in Europe for June. We discuss the features present in the
map in comparison with the results of the COST726 project and KNMI/ESA climatological maps,
though the COST726 and KNMI/ESA maps display erythemal UV and have coarser spatial
resolutions.

ON THE ALGORITHM
Ozone is the most important absorber affecting the UV radiation (UVR) reaching the Earth’s
surface (1). It affects more the UVB (280-315 nm) than UVA (315-400 nm). However, there are
two major modulators of UVR on hourly, daily and seasonal scales. Solar zenithal angle is one of
them (1, 11, 23): a larger angle implies a longer path through the atmosphere than a smaller angle
and a corresponding stronger attenuation. This effect explains partly the observed overall
latitudinal gradient of UVR (1, 15-18, 24). Clouds are the other modulator (1, 11, 24-28): the
larger the cloud cover, the lower the UVR. However, cloud cover, often expressed in octas, is not
the best parameter to describe the variability in UVR. Hence, many researchers have studied the
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relationship between UVR and the surface downwelling solar radiation integrated over the whole
spectrum (280-4000 nm), called total or broadband radiation.
A strong correlation between the UVR irradiation IUVR and the total irradiation I is observed at
various scales: hour, day, season (25, 28-37). This was also noted for limited parts of the UV
range, such as UVA IUVA, UVB IUVB, or erythemal UV IUVery. This suggests that IUVR can be
obtained from more numerous measurements or estimates of I. Several authors propose
relationships between IUVR, or IUVA, or IUVB, or IUVery, and I based on regression analyses of
observations (29, 31-36). It was also observed that the ratio IUVR to I increases with decreasing
solar zenithal angle and increasing cloud cover (28, 30, 33, 35, 37).
All these works support our approach in assessing the UVR from the total irradiation. We combine
these findings with the model proposed by (38-40) predicting the spectral distribution of the
irradiation. In this model, the irradiation I() at wavelength  less than 465 nm and for a 10-nm
band centered on , is equal to:
I() = 1.163 10-4 (-300) f() I

(10)

where f() is a spectral factor and  is expressed in nm. The algorithm does not provide spectral
factors below 310 nm, i.e. for the UVB range. We palliate his lack by assuming that the irradiation
IUVB can be computed from the spectral irradiation I(310) at 310 nm by using the ratio of these
same quantities but outside the atmosphere, which is approximately 1.8:
IUVB = 1.8 I(310)

(11)

Two sets of spectral factors are proposed in tabular form in (40): one for clear-skies fc(), and the
other for overcast skies fb(). The spectral factor for any sky condition is obtained by linear
interpolation between the clear and overcast conditions, where the sky condition is characterized
by the relative sunshine duration S/S0, where S is the sunshine duration during the day and S0 the
astronomical daylength:
f() = [1 – fc()] S/S0 + [1 – fb()] (1 - S/S0)

(12)

Unfortunately, the sunshine duration is known in a limited number of sites. As the total irradiation
at the top-of-atmosphere I0 is easy to compute, we propose a modification of the algorithm to
substitute the sunshine duration by the clearness index KT, defined as the ratio I/I0. The
Angström-Prescott relationship enables such a substitution:
KT = b + c S/S0

(13)
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where (b, c) are site-specific parameters. Though this relationship has been validated for monthly
values, we assume that it holds for much shorter durations such as a day. Because of our lack of
knowledge on the exact values of (b, c) for each location, we neglect their variation in space. For
overcast

sky:

S/S0 = 0,

i.e.,

KT = KTmin = b,

and

for

clear-sky:

S/S0 = 1,

i.e.,

KT = KTmax = b+c. KTmin and KTmax for Europe are set to 0.1 and 0.7 (40), and parameters b
and c can be computed. Substituting numerical values for fc() and fb(), then integrating over ,
and constraining KT in the interval [0.1, 0.7]:
KT* = max(0.1, min(KT, 0.7))

(14)

it comes:
IUVB = [1.897 – 0.860 KT*] 10-3 I

(15)

IUVA = [7.210 – 2.365 KT*] 10-2 I

(16)

By applying Eqs 15 to 16 to the daily irradiation I, we obtain predicted values HCUVB and HCUVA
of daily irradiation in UVB and UVA.
Our model is an affine relationship between (IUVB / I) and KT. This is close to that proposed by
(32) which is linear, i.e., (IUVB / I) is proportional to KT. The model explains the reported increase
of the ratio IUVR to I with increasing cloudiness discussed above. When cloudiness increases, I and
KT decrease; the difference (d - eKT) increases and the ratio IUVR/I increases. However, Eq. 15 will
not reproduce the change in IUVB in clear-sky due to a dramatic change in ozone content, because I,
and therefore KT, will be mostly insensitive to this change and will remain the same.
Though the model deals with daily irradiation, (48) performed comparisons between the results of
this model applied to total irradiation derived every 15 min from Meteosat images and coincident
ground measurements made in two sites in Europe: Lille in Northern France, and El Arenosillo in
Southern Spain. The data span over two years: 2005-2006. It was found that i) the form of the
model is correct, ii) there is no noticeable influence of the sun zenithal angle or year on the
performances of the model, and iii) the performances depend only slightly of the choice for KTmin
and KTmax. For both sites, IUVB is underestimated by 20% to 30%, and IUVA is overestimated by
the same relative amount. Given the conditions of comparison, we cannot assess precisely the
magnitude of under- or overestimation for daily values; nevertheless, we believe that this
magnitude is close to that reported above, and is fairly large. However, the large correlation,
greater than 0.93, between measurements and predicted values indicate a linear relationship
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between them. This means that the changes in space and time in UV are well reproduced by the
predicted values though the changes are dampened in the case of UVB and amplified in UVA.
This is enough for the purposes of EUROSUN as they rely on the relative variations in space and
time of the UV radiation. This approach is similar to that of (49) whose model produced an
overestimation of 10-15% in monthly doses of UV radiation for Norway; (49) concluded that
despite this overestimation, the results of the model can be used because the focus was more on
trends and variations instead of absolute values.
Daily doses predicted by Eqs 15 and 16 were also compared to measurements of UVA and UVB
exposure of children recorded with personal dosimeters with assessment through a detailed
questionnaire (50). A large correlation was found between predicted values and dosimeter readings
when the latter are corrected for type of use, exposure in the shade, and environment. It was
concluded that compared to dosimeters, EUROSUN data give a good estimate of individual UVA
and UVB exposure, independently of exposure conditions and could be used to estimate actual
exposure.

ON THE COMPARISON BETWEEN EUROSUN, COST726 AND
KNMI/ESA MAPS
Figure 1 exhibits the map of the mean daily dose in UVB for the month of June during the
1998-2002 period as an example. One may observe a general latitudinal trend of the UV
radiation: the largest values are found in Southern Europe, the lowest in Northern Europe. This
trend is induced by the position of the Sun relative to the earth and is found at any wavelength,
not only in UV. This is well-known and can be observed in the maps of erythemal UV
radiation for June made by the COST726 project for the same period: 1998-2002 (Fig. 2), or
on a climatology basis by KNMI/ESA (Fig. 3).
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Figure 1. Map of the mean daily dose in UVB for the month of June during the 1998-2002
period.
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Figure 2. Map of the mean daily dose in erythemal UV for the month of June during the
1998-2002 period from the COST726 database.
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Figure 3. Map of the mean daily dose in erythemal UV for the month of June. Climatology
from KNMI/ESA. Divide values by 10 to obtain J/cm2.

One observes in Fig. 1 local deviations to the latitudinal trend. This is the case of major
orographic features such as the Cantabrians, the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Apennine, or the
Carpathians, the Scottish Highlands, among others. These features should also be present in
erythemal UV and can be observed in Figs. 2 and 3, though the coarser spatial resolutions may
prevent to see all of them. The pixel size in COST726 is larger than that of KNMI/ESA, which
is itself larger than that of EUROSUN. The larger the pixel size, the lower the spatial
resolution, and the more dampened the spatial variability. Consequently, the EUROSUN map
displays more variability in space than the KNMI/ESA map, and the COST726 map, and there
are more orographic features seen in the KNMI/ESA map than in the COST726 one.
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Areas of low (e.g., Provence, in the Southeast France) or large cloudiness (e.g., Upper Po
Valley, in Northern Italy) are easily observed in the EUROSUN map. They are also seen in the
two other maps. Over Norway, on may observe the general latitudinal trend with radiation
increasing from North to South (Figs 2 and 3). More complex features can be seen in Southern
Norway in Fig. 1 because of the greater spatial resolution. A W-E gradient is observed: UV
increases from the coastline to the inland. This can be seen also in the COST726 map (Fig. 2)
and much more faintly in KNMI/ESA map (Fig. 3). This gradient was observed in
measurements made at ground level by (49) who explain this feature by variations in cloud
properties. The prevailing westerlies transport moist air to the West coast of Norway, causing
orographic lifting and production of dense clouds. In the east, a more continental climate is
responsible for fewer and less dense clouds.
In Sweden, one may note a W-E gradient: UV increases towards the Baltic Sea. This gradient
can be seen in the KNMI/ESA map but hardly in the COST726 map. To be sure that this
feature exists though not visible in Fig. 2, we have drawn in Fig. 4 the erythemal UV daily
dose read in the COST726 database for three cities in Sweden, having approximately the same
latitude, and whose longitude increases to the East. The increase towards the East, i.e., the
Baltic Sea, is clearly visible.
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Figure 4. Mean daily dose in erythemal UV for the month of June during the 1998-2002
period from the COST726 database, for three cities in Sweden.

Looking at Baltic States and Russia, one observes in Fig. 1 that the radiation increases from W
to E, again a deviation from the latitudinal gradient. This feature is also observed in the
COST726 map, and to a lesser extent in the KNMI/ESA map because of the truncated
coverage of this region.
A dark blue feature elongated along a WNW-ESE axis can be seen in Central Europe (Fig. 1).
The UV radiation is less along the borders between Poland and Czech Republic or Slovakia.
This can be seen in Figs 2 and 3. This N-S gradient over Slovakia was reported by (51) though
for July.
One may observe an unexpected feature in Fig. 1: several sites in Sweden or Estonia exhibit
values as large as, or close to, those observed in Germany. This is hardly seen in maps from
KNMI/ESA or COST726 because of the spatial resolution. We have drawn a graph from the
COST726 data, showing the monthly means of the daily irradiation in erythemal UV for the
cities of Stockholm (Sweden), Tartu (Estonia), Lindenberg (Germany), and Postdam
(Germany), for the 1998-2002 period. One can see that despite the low spatial resolution that
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decreases the spatial variability in COST726 data, the June values are close one to each other
for these four sites, and Tartu exhibits the greatest value in July. This supports the observation
made on the EUROSUN map.

Figure 5. Monthly mean of daily dose in erythemal UV during the 1998-2002 period from the
COST726 database, for Stockholm (59.33 N; 18.08 E), Tartu (58.3 N; 26.5 E), Postdam
(52.36 N; 13.08 E), and Lindenberg (52.21 N; 14.12 E).

The comparison between the COST726, KNMI/ESA, and EUROSUN maps was made for all
months and all periods. All features present in the EUROSUN maps were retrieved on the
other maps, depending of course of the spatial resolution. These coincidences support the
validity of the EUROSUN database in terms of spatial and temporal variability.
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Because of its higher spatial resolution, the EUROSUN maps depict more details than the
other databases: one may see the particular case of Paris region in France, Venetia in Italy, or
Swedish coastline, among many other examples.
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